A note on the forthcoming volume “Romanian – Moroccan Forms of
Manifestation in the European Space”

Both Romanian and Moroccan spaces resonate in an un-syncopated way, after more than half
a century’s worth of diplomatic relations; as for the political, touristic and economic
(inter)related connections, these are considered, without reservation, excellent (both by
bilateral factors and at the level of international organisms – a reality conﬁrmed by their
Excellencies Ambassador Simona Corlan Ioan and Ambassador Faouz El Achchabi, and
expressed as such in their Conference locutions).

Stimulating a re-appraisal of tradition and intensifying the political dialogue, with the explicit
intention of amplifying economic-cultural ratios (with superior valences conferred by the
position both states are assuming inside their respective regions: Romania, as member of the
European Union, and the Kingdom of Morocco, as an EU privileged partner) is underlined by
the exemplary status of architectural formulas describing an interchanging place/circulatory
space (culturally-economic or politically-diplomatic).

All these aspects are oﬀering a propensity for axial coordinates of European-ism and
European(ity), while at the same time proposing solutions, openings and innovative
strategies.

In this spiral one cannot ignore the even episodic-concerted action of (re)aﬃrming
multiculturalism and multilingualism, still maintained as an ego-political reality. Symbolic
elements are reloaded and re-integrated by the “Maalouf Commission” amongst whose
artisans one can recognize, as an inspiring/counseling factor of European strategy, both the
political man, and the writer/artist/ cultural man as such.
Hence the non-incidental option, which banks upon political and cultural-artistic templates of
manifestation inside European space, as a complementary mod(ality) of translating of/by
texts/studies/interventions/ presentations (or virtual ones) which use both English language
as a synchronizing formula for/in the idiomatic mode of global(izing) research, and French
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language, as a chance for harmonizing intercultural horizons/spaces.

Re-anchored inside European space, the conference’s main objective was to establish the
tension impact of space upon place, received and interpreted as a complex and complete
occurrence, propagated from/within (remnant) inherited connections, easy to understand
through an acceptance of modernity’s crisis symptoms, manifested both inside the hard
bench-marks of space and/in geography’s relativistic capacity to oﬀering revitalize/recompose itself.

The interventions proposed an elucidation of the term space, perceived as an abstract entity
(acknowledging variables in distance, direction, size, form, volume) detached from any
material form/formula or cultural interpretation; and of the concept of place, seen as a space
vector for unique assemblies of things, meanings, values, practices, people, objects and
representations.

Connected to these constantly conﬁrmed and aﬃrmed ideas, the conference both illustrated
and oﬀered arguments for the same problems which diplomacy reiterates as an
essential(izing) score recaptured in/through political stability- favorable climate- belonging to
the Francophone space – by re-evaluating through actualization and/or data adjustment
historically-veriﬁed elements/eﬀects; a clarifying space/place relationship accenting political
forms of manifestation within European space and cultural-artistic experiences/experiments.

The tri-phased arguments supporting the theme/texture of certain panels take into account
the fact that Romanian – Moroccan relations can (also) oﬀer a circuit/alternative for solving
implicit spikes/pulses of the European crisis.

Interventions by Professors and Researchers – Ian Browne, François Bréda, Ana Maria
Negoita, Abdelmjid Kettioui implicitly clarify the terminology of tradition as mode of
constructing identities, where the locale is accepted/perceived as both an accompanying
state and a possibility of transcending space, as a synapse through which Eliza Raduca
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comments upon the resonating mode status of place in/at Francophone space.

The analysis is completed by studies which narrow the modes of construction for place/space,
accenting signiﬁcances expressed by explanatory/clarifying terms of societas/ communitas
architecture with reﬂections in concepts such as faith, myth, time, identity, urbanization or
international community.

With the absolutely necessary mention that the multi-focal method was applied/approved in
its entirety during the present endeavor – either by the approach, trans-focalization or even
the apparent detachment needed for a (re)placing of the proposed themes within context –
through a mechanism of relating.

Romania and Morocco maintain a common place of contacts and periodical-institutional
meetings, speciﬁc for political-diplomatic relationships situated within traditional lines and
continuously conﬁrming their given title of best connections.

The speciﬁc subject was presented using both geo-political and geo-poetical instruments, by
Researchers such as Željko Mirkov, Lucian Jora, Adina Burchiu, Cristina Arvatu Vohn, Henrieta
Serban, Abdelaziz El Amrani, Marouane Zakhir, Layachi El Habbouch or Monaim El Azzouzi,
who suggest new harmonizing perspectives while noting that such an approach repositions
both Romania and Morocco within a place resonating with European space, with its stages
and layers accepting of inventories/ shelved materials which can be used as reference
points/strategies and intersecting modes, and also as political and cultural-diplomatic
instances.

A space of experiments and Romanian – Moroccan cultural-artistic experiences resonates
with a certain periodicity and accepts traditions which, reclaiming their perennial values from
the directions traced by the Governmental Agreement for Cultural Collaboration (1969) is
stimulated by new opinions, perspectives and approaches.
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This sequencing only conﬁrms that the angle of investigation/research is imposed by dynamic
space bolsters, and impossible to separate from post-modern globalizing tendencies as
translated in a new reading of Mohammed Al-Sadoun’s The Freedom Monument; unable not
to maintain the relationship between images (Valentin Trifesco) – narrative/diarium/journey
(Carmen Burcea) – or a symbology of the veil (Claudia Moscovici).

Such a dynamic ”trajectory” certiﬁes all Michel Deguy-ian (Franta / România [France/
Romania], in Secolul 21, no. 1-6, 2009, pp. 316-318) assertions in the sense of a mediating
association between two terms equally involved in a perspective-changing relationship
(either volitional or involuntary, by referencing a changing World/Europe) and re-computing
the horizon (with all its hesitatingly-skeptical or apocalyptic- favorable premonitions): the
Romania-Morocco relationship positional handles any particularizing immediacy of an
universally-mediated Europe.

On the basis of these opinions one can signal the tri-phase force eﬀect already announced,
with concluding notes in re-assessing a report which does not reclaim hierarchies and does
not articulate the statute of any device.

Considering than any account implies a multiplication of dimensions accepting both
essentialization and selection depending on certain intensiﬁed-eﬀect building materials, any
places of rest found when traveling through space determine their own transformation, by
ensuring co-participation and oﬀering a chance for an inventory of opportunities while at the
same time indicating an act of establishment concerning their own selves (far from the traps
of quantiﬁcation or any pretensions of exhausting the theme).

Certainly, the Romanian – Moroccan project will be also materialized and ﬁnalized by the
publication of a collective volume, thanks to the constantly-revived contact with a
signiﬁcantly-interesting part of the Moroccan scientiﬁc community (a relationship proved also
by the presence of Moroccan community representatives in Romania during the Conference)
with whom we have harmonically agreed upon inexhaustible thematic convergence
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nodes/places and kaleidoscopic formulas of attracting/bringing together subjects deploying
from this common option.

Florian Vetsch (Tanger Trance, Bern, Sulgen, Zürich, 2010) geo-temporally comments upon
the consequences of a tristesse européenne (in its nostalgia-ﬁlled, recovering mode) by
appealing to a diﬀerentiated mode of partitioning time – the two-hour time-lag between
Morocco and Europe. One can also consider a qsim – intensiﬁed relationship, in the sense in
which any Moroccans doing business with Europe have to wake up very early in the summer,
and presentiﬁed by the fact that, only in Tangier, ntina signiﬁes an undiﬀerentiated identity,
in the sense of that societas/communitas; a cultural node, unraveled by the great story-teller
Jilala- Mohammed Mrabet, whose identity was doubted by Tahar Ben Jelloun who considered
him to be just a Bowles-ian ﬁction. Inside ampliﬁed/accompanying space considered to be the
opening place of the book Sacred Night by Tahar Ben Jelloun (Noaptea sacra [The Sacred
Night], Art Publishing House, Bucharest, 2008), the state of the place chapter traces, inside
the commenced and abandoned story, a sliding state for a storyteller devoid of memory (but
not of imagination) as a builder of central point’s aiming towards complete possession of the
market, in the sense in which no one was allowed to leave Bushaib´s circle. The annotated
place in the perspective of an apparently closed circle suﬀers from the immobile equivalents
of a space where nothing changes, and everything stays (remains) as it was ﬁrst created,
being subjected only to outside assault, as a competitive chance of both meeting and
conﬂict. “I had reached Marrakesh the previous night, determined to meet the storyteller who
had been bankrupted by telling my story”.

Both the conference and the on-publishing volume aim to be an (inter)relational approachinvestigation of the idea that place and space adjusting re-compute time, with harmonizing
identities impossible to separate from the narrative formulations which exist and relate
themselves to each other.

Transposed in the spirit of the common Romanian – Moroccan archi-text, within the score of
multiculturalism and multilingualism (an objective achieved also through the implication of
the Center for Philological and Intercultural Research of the Letters and Arts Faculty, “Lucian
Blaga” University- Sibiu, through its director, Gheorghe Manolache) one can agree upon our
collective involvement in launching a common idiom which propagates the idea that
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everyone has the possibility of acceding to the three dimensions of communication, through
language: autochthonous (maternal), allogenous (paternal) and the third, as complementary
as an European-izing intersection.

In the act of initiation, Christopher Columbus was showing his Master the Sea, which included
the Earth from a Pole to another, the boundless space, the one which once was the Garden of
the Hesperides. A possible compass would indicate the extreme Western of the
Mediterranean Sea, in the nearby paternity of Atlas Mountains, maybe in Tangier, to the edge
of the Ocean: it is a tempting invitation (operated both by the conference and volume) to sail
into a space where apples of immortality are still growing!
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